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Introduction

Dynamical Chern Simons theory:

Couples Pontryagin density to 
a scalar field.

Pontryagin density is a total divergence, doesn't contribute alone.

Appears in many contexts (Chern Simons Modified GR - Phys.Rept. 480 (2009) 1-55, 0907.2562)

Particle Physics

dCS terms appears as counterterm to cancel gravitational anomaly
ABJ anomaly : quantum fermionic current not conserved

    → 

F →  Riemann : gravitational ABJ anomaly.

 



  

Introduction
String Theory: 10 D Heterotic String compactified to 4D N=1 SuGra

Bosonic sector:

Gauge/grav CS

Compactification finite extradim volume.
 

→ 4D action (axion sector) contains 

Loop Quantum Gravity: 
Promoting the so-called Barbero-Immirzi parameter to a scalar field 

→ dCS lagrangian. 



  

Introduction

Vacuum static solution in dCS → Schwarzschild solution

GR FRWL solution still a solution 

Unicity theorem for maximally symmetric spacetime (T. Shiromizu, K. Tanabe, gr-qc 1303.6056)

Nontrivial examples :

Rotations switches on dCS corrections nontrivially 
(N. Yunes, F. Pretorius (Princeton U.) Phys.Rev. D79 (2009) 084043

Quasinormal mode spectrum of non-rotating BH: axial sector
(C. Molina, P. Pani, V. Cardoso, L. Gualtieri. Phys.Rev. D81 (2010) 124021 )

Astrophysical applications :
- XP tests in solar system (T.L. Smith, A.L. Erickcek, R.R. Caldwell, L. Kamionkowski, Phys. Rev. D77 (2008)) 

- binary pulsars, … (N. Yunes and D.N. Spergel, Phys. Rev. D77 (2008))
Tested the non dynamical CS (fixed scalar field function)

Review on (d)CS gravity : S. Alexander, N. Yunes, Phys.Rept. 480 (2009) 1-55



  

Chern Simons Electromagnetism

Action principle

Electric and Magnetic split



  

Chern Simons Electromagnetism

Field equations

Principal symbol (highest derivative) : structure of 2 wave equations

Exists gauges where Strongly hyperbolic.



  

Gravitational Chern-Simons

Action principle

Pontryagin density

Dual Riemann

Field equations



  

Model in terms of Weyl Tensor

Action principle

Electric and magnetic
decomposition

Pontryagin density

Looks very much like Electromagnetic Chern Simons :

Except for dynamical part...



  

3+1 decomposition

ADM decomposition

Projections of the equations

Hamiltonian constraint, Momentum constraint, projected e.o.m.

H, H
a
 should not depend on the foliation, i.e. on α, β.

They don't, if expressed in suitable geometric quantities (E,B)



  

3+1 decomposition

Variables of the problem

Geometric relations

Equations from the model

Ex : GR E.O.M. → Algebraic relation for E.

Problem here: - Equation for Lie E not invertible, PDE system doesn't close,
    - deriving geometric eq for Lie E introduces Lie^2 E 

→ system never closes



  

Structure of the PDE system

FT3S structure

Principal symbol

Hyperbolic systems have P diagonalizable, diagonalizing matrix T 

Generalizes better known FT2S, most general system compatible with pseudo 
differential first order reduction. Other cases → don't close or diffusive 

→ not hyperbolic. (Hilditch et al., to appear) 



  

Structure of the PDE system

dCS PDE structure:

Non invertible coefficient in E equation.

Doesn't fit the basic FT3S structure → not hyperbolic in any sense !

→ can propagate acausal modes.

(would look more like a diffusive model)



  

Ostrogradski Singularity

Pathology of the model already shows up at lagrangian level.

dCS Lagrangian is Ostrogradski singular:

(and of higher derivative order).

Can be handled, e.g. enlarging the phase space and introducing 
constraints.

→ Constrained system, formally possible to write the Hamiltonian.



  

Perturbative dCS

Kills String Theory ?? Naaaah !! (only kills non-perturbative dCS)

String Theory predicts dCS (and dGB) as low energy effective theory.

Let's treat dCS as an effective theory, order by order in the coupling A. 

To order AN 

Scalar – gravity sector decouples. Higher derivatives pushed to higher order.

Perturbatively hyperbolic to all order in A !



  

Conclusions

- Dynamical Chern Simons model is not hyperbolic.
→ Can propagate ultraluminal modes ( OPERA ? )
→ Ghosts ?

- Doesn't meet the physical requirement of hyperbolicity.

- MUST be treated perturbatively, order by order in the coupling 
(effective theory)

- Doesn't have the 'correct' dynamical part compared to 
electromagnetic CS

- Weyl gravity + CS correction (coupled to a scalar field) looks 
more similar.



  

Open questions

Open questions
- The other sector: dGB ? Is not a higher derivative (in time) model

→ has a chance to pass the hyperbolicity test

- Analogy to electro case suggests “dWeyl – CS model” Hyberbolicity restored?

- Non-dynamical version could survive. Only way out of the problem: scalar 
field depends on time only. 

Then the FT3S structure is recovered.
Other problem: preferred direction ?

R. Jackiw, S. Y. Pi, Chern-simons modification of general relativity, Phys. Rev. D68 (2003) 104012. gr-qc/0308071
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